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Summer in Queensland is typified by hot, windy, wet
or muggy days. Or a combination of these! We had
some nice days in January, but we did spend a lot of
the month hiding from weather, and as a result not
getting off boat. This meant by the end of January our
exercise regime was probably not as concentrated as it
should have been, and our fitness levels were probably
not to the point they should have been.

We started the month relaxing inland south of Gympie
(off boat!). We ended the month much further south in
The Broadwater on the Gold Coast. In between we sat
out wind and rain on the bad days, and mostly took the
opportunity to get off boat on the good days (which
weren’t that many)!
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Amamoor Lodge, Amamoor
1st January 2021. Breakfast was on the table at 0730 as
arranged, but that was just the first course! We nibbled on
fruit, took our yoghurts with cereal and then had the cooked
part of the provided breakfast. It is great when someone else
does the cooking… and the washing up!
I’d been up since 0600 sitting on under verandah watching
and listening to the birds. Andrew had got up a bit later. The
rooms are by nature dark and we had the door shut so the
only light that got in was through the filtered sash window. So
our usual incentive to get up to bright light was not as strong
this morning. We lingered over breakfast long enough to
briefly meet two other guests and then spent until 1030 sitting
on the balcony reading. Today was a rest day – there was no
walking planned. At 1030 we left to head toward Amamoor.
We had a train to catch at 1100.

The Mary Valley Rattler.
Well, catch by sight anyway. The Mary Valley Rattler is the
historic tourist train that travels between Gympie and
Amamoor several days each week. In the main, the engine is
an old classic, although one day per week, much like other
tourist trains around the country, an aging diesel engine gets a
run. Today’s engine was similar to the local historic machine,
except the local machine is in for repairs and maintenance and
so this engine was on loan from Brisbane. How do we know
all this when we didn’t even get on the train? – Because we
chatted to the same local whom we’d chatted to yesterday and
it just so happens that he used to be on the voluntary
committee that used to run the service. The tourist service
used to go to Imbil, but big storms a few yeas ago led to floods
and damaged some of the low lying bridges. Although the
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Futuristic picnic shelter?

Dagun Station

Old and neglected walking trail
near Dagun Station

Council has taken over the
running of the service (the
voluntary association apparently
went broke) it is unlikely that
they will repair the bridges and
restore
the
service
past
Amamoor; a pity in my eyes as
the town of Imbil offers more
than a general store and a café
(which wasn’t open today). On
the other hand, as one of the
volunteers pointed out – the trip
to Amamoor is a lovely half day
trip; you get off for lunch and
then get back on again for the
trip home. The longer trip may
be exhausting. I however can
see
the
opportunity
for
overnight packages at the bigger
settlement of Imbil, where a
hotel, two cafes, a small
supermarket, fishing store and
butcher (amongst other things)
reside.

What better place
to advertise your
septic pump out
system – on the
back of a hotel
toilet cubicle door!

We met the train, chatted to the locals and then headed south to
Kadanga for lunch. The Click Clack café at Amamoor wasn’t
open for lunch and the general store could only really offer pies
and hot chickens (and apparently reasonable coffee but we
didn’t try it so don’t know how it would compare to Melbourne
standards). Being New Year’s Day it was also closing around
1130 so we didn’t want to fight with the tourists coming off the
train.
The Kadanga Hotel was open, in fact newly reopened after
being rebuilt after a fire took out the 100-year-old building. I
found the new building had no atmosphere but we were grateful
to be able to purchase lunch. After that we headed back past
Amamoor to Dagun via a back road, admired the old station
(the train stops here once a week for a market day before
continuing to Amamoor) and then explored some more of the
local scenery.
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Back to boat!
nd

2 January 2021. I didn’t know my body could stand
such a long day – which in the scheme of things isn’t
that unusual up here, it is just that I’d been going to
bed so early of recent times.
We awoke around 0500 and were up not long after.
The sun was coming up and the verandah and the
morning birds awaited. I had started checking out the
birds around our section of the lodge yesterday at 0600
and had missed quite a few. This time we were sitting
out along the long face of the verandah around 0525
and as the sun shone and warmed up the adjacent
bushes, the birds moved in.
It was, or it looked like it was going to be, a
magnificent day. There was hardly a cloud in the sky
and what was there was only a tiny puff of white, so
much so that we had to retreat to the shade of the side
of the building to get out of its gleaming rays. Whilst
we were in the shade however, in very comfortable
cane chairs, the sun was still warming up the bushes to
the side of the verandah and a variety of small bush
birds came a-visiting – some almost within hands
reach. This would have been a fantastic spot to take
some photographs with the big camera if only a) it
wasn’t in need of a doctor and b) I actually had it with
me – but with the camping aspect of our little five day
break I wasn’t going to risk leaving it in an unattended
car in a remote campground
We had asked for our breakfast to be served half an
hour earlier this morning, as there was a timeline
relevant to dropping off the car – two hours away in
Urangan. This meant that unlike yesterday, there was
no overlap with the other guests in the lodge, who’d
opted for a 0800 breakfast. By around 0800 we were
out the driveway and heading north.
The glorious day didn’t last however and as we
approached Gympie a significant number of clouds
were gathering in the sky, and as we got to
Maryborough there was no longer any sun to be seen.
It started to rain as we reached the outskirts of the
northern end of Hervey Bay, and it was coming down
at such an angle that we got wet filling up the car at an
undercover fuel station! Deciding to wait a couple of
minutes in the car when we got back to the marina so
the small front passed and we didn’t get drenched,
meant that our gear got wet but not soaked getting
back to boat but the delay resulted in being a couple of
minutes over our due time back to the Hertz depot.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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We found the Hertz depot closed – but only
temporarily, and we waited to hand the car
back. We could have dropped the key and got a
taxi but preferred to make sure they were happy
with the car. We also contemplated walking
back – it was only 3. 4 kilometres according to
whereis.com and we weren’t carrying any
weight - but as it was the lovely staff member
gave us a lift back (it helped that she
understood our plight – she used to live on a
boat).

And the rain started to come down

Back to the brothel!
We knew we had to face it – the mattress
topper had been taken inside to ensure it didn’t
get too damp with the weather in the back
cockpit, but we had left the mattress topper
cover and the sheet protector out to dry over
the 10 days we’d been away…. because they
take a long time and they were wet when we
left. There were dirty clothes that needed
washing from our five days around Christmas
and now there were dirty clothes from our
camping trip. But they weren’t our first priority.
The first priority was to defrost the fridge – so
the spare went on and we waited until it was up
to (down to) temperature before transferring the
goods across. There was a lot of ice in our
fridge and I knew that it would take a while to
melt. Fortunately we didn’t have to sit around
and stare at it….
Blue Pointer had invited us around for drinks
and we were delighted to accept. When we got
back three hours later the ice had melted and
we could start to clean the fridge. The plate that
sits in between the fridge and the freezer (in fact
what allows the fridge to exist in the fist place)
was soaked, so the job wasn’t going to be
finished tonight –we left it to dry.
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The next priority was the couch covers. It is all well and good doing my clothes by hand in a bucket –
but the couch covers are a different matter – they are big, cumbersome and heavy and I was going to use
the opportunity to wash them in a washing machine. Fortunately we had previously exchanged money
for tokens before we left the boat 10 days ago so I could spend the evening doing washing and drying
runs. It would have taken less time had I used both machines but I didn’t want to hog the facilities. I got
to bed around 2300.
3rd January 2021. The sky was mixed. I was up at 0500 and I continued the washing run. This early in
the morning I did hog both machines. The dryers are that big they can just about take two loads.
We had the marina car booked at 1000 for two hours but we hogged it for 2.5 - with permission. Our
delayed use wasn’t helped by a couple of wrong turns getting into both the Bunnings, and Spotlight car
parks. A quick shop in Coles was meant to be thorough and comprehensive as we had a guest coming
on board for a few days, and we had three to feed. It meant, because we hadn’t had much time to think
about it since getting back, that compromises were made with food –but not many. I stuck my head into
Woolies on the way back to get the stuff so we could make muesli. Back at the marina we still needed to
clean the brothel of the boat and it was a slow, but methodical process. We eventually got it into some
sort of order and looking back like a boat with tidy living quarters again.
What didn’t get done:
• A boat wash
• A rust run
• Rust off fiberglass
• A scrubbing of the chain
• Email a boat who had hailed Andrew when we arrived and left their card whilst we were away.
What did get done
• Several loads of washing, over a long time as the only two machines were occupied
• Yesterday and today's dishes
• Decant meat from supermarket packages and wash containers so they can be recycled.
• Remove tv and books from back bed and put fresh sheets on
• Clean seals of fridge/freezer and discover they have ripped...another expense when we get to
The Boat Works
• Construct two emails to engage availability of contractors for The Boat Works
• Email ex Catch Cry 1
• Wipe down camping table and feet of camping chairs and put them away
• Get 6 jerries of diesel and decant into fuel tanks; and put the jerries away.
• Take spare swap books to laundry
• Make yoghurt
• Dust front cockpit (not clean) and replace cushions and beanbags
• Clean front of the front Windows!

4th-7th January 2021. From the 4th to 7th January we had a visitor on board and we had to drop her back
where we had picked her up. So we didn’t travel anywhere new – sticking to the anchorage outside
Kingfisher Resort for most of the time to allow for easy access to shore. The night of the 6th we
anchored off Moon Point so we had a short run back to Hervey Bay in the morning (where we got a
vey brief, but delightful, visit from Kool Sid II.
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Grey Days: Hiding at Yankee Jacks
7th December 2021. This day last year was
probably the most tragic of my life so it was
probably just as well that I had other stressful
immediate issues to deal with today to distract me
from falling into oblivion. The first was to get our
visitor back to the mainland, and whilst we got to
anchor off the marina at around 0800 the wind
was up further than we had hoped, and the sea
state was a bit livelier than we had hoped, and
had we not had to, we would not have got off.
Taking three attempts to anchor did not exactly
have us in a relaxed mood either. We pulled up to
dock at the marina in the tinnie but there were no
cleats to tie on to so Andrew stayed with the
tinnie whilst I walked our visitor to her car, got
rid of some rubbish and recyclables, picked up
some new stinger suits we had ordered and then
hurried back to boat. We got out of there as
quickly as possible. And headed south!
I had been hoping to get an extra push with the
tide on today’s journey but because the wind had
picked up, up to 27 knots on the nose at one
stage, we weren’t going as fast as we had hoped.
Our options for anchorage for the next ten days
(yes, the conditions were expected to last that
long) were to head back to Kingfisher Bay with
the option of getting off in around a week if the
weather was calm enough (and to restock some
vegies from the resort store if necessary), or to
head further south to the South White
Cliffs/Yankee Jacks anchorage. Heading further
south would put us closer to Boonlye Point for
the cross over tide when we had the opportunity
to go to Tin Can Bay, but it would take longer to
get to today and we were concerned there may be
no internet access there. However, we were lucky
that Anui had headed to Yankee Jacks yesterday
and reported that internet reception ranged
between one and four bars. Perhaps it would suit
our purposes. But would we get there before the
wind really picked up?

January 2021

one of which left shortly afterwards, and settled
into a mere 12 knots. What wind? It did pick up
later, but to nowhere near what we had
expected. It was a relatively calm night

8th January 2021. In the middle of the night the
wind sounded like it picked up a bit but I didn’t
get up to check. In the wee hours of the
morning Hervey Bay to the north of us
recorded a high gust of 25 knots, whereas
Double Island Point to the south of us recorded
48 just before midnight. When I had checked
marinetraffic.com yesterday I had noticed one
boat sheltering there – I hope they had a
smooth ride!
A lot of reading was done today; not a lot else.

We pushed the envelope, motored into the
stronger winds, anchored with four other boats,
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9th January 2021. We put the frame in the fruit
hanger today – we had enough material (which we
had got from our Bunnings run at Hervey Bay) for
almost all of it. I clove-oiled Andrew’s cupboard
and shoes, worked on the newsletter, read a bit,
did the dishes and we did two small yoga sessions.
It rained on an off but skies were grey all day –
however there was apparently sunshine at Platypus
Bay to the north of us! We have a planned off-boat
trip in February and so I spent some time on the
internet ordering food for it today. Of course this is
all Covid pending. As Brisbane is currently in
lockdown there is no point going too far south just
yet because, once in the Brisbane area we may not
get out again!

Frame in fruit hanger - almost

10th January 2021. Another day of grey skies but
there was less wind and rain than yesterday. We
caught up with Anui for a short while before
continuing domestics: clove-oiled some of
starboard living area and the top of the clothes
cupboard, worked on the newsletter, gathered
extra information for last year’s tax, and of
course, we read bit.
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To Tin Can Bay
Blowing the diesel
11th January 2021. We were always going to be
motoring on this journey – into the wind, which
according the gauges was gusting in the high
20’s. The forecast was for 15-20 knots (at most)
but I suppose if you take our forward motion
into account (which was helped by timing the
tide around Boonlye Point) then the wind
readings were probably just about right.
The anchor was up at 0800 (ish) and we
followed a ‘gin palace’ out of the anchorage.
The ‘gin palace’ (vey big) as it happened was
heading in the same direction but he
disappeared from view as we were bouncing
(*&%%^!!!) through the main open channel of
the Sandy Straits to the north west of the Wide
Bay Bar. We reduced these conditions by
hugging the shore of Fraser Island and when we
crossed the waterway toward Inskip Point the
conditions weren’t actually that bad. However,
because the tide was now outgoing and we were
heading south into Tin Can Bay, our speed over
ground had gone from high 6’s and low 7’s to
around 3 knots! Andrew asked if we really
wanted to burn more diesel getting down to the
hamlet? Probably not – we’d been burning diesel
for the past couple of hours. Yes, the wind was
still south-east, we were still going to have to
motor, but if we could reduce the effort with the
help of the tide we would. Low tide here was
just past 1400. We would drop the anchor and
wait.
Anui had left the Yankee Jacks/South White
Cliffs anchorage at approximately the same time
as us but they were a couple of nautical miles
behind. The forecast was for cloudy and 20%
chance of rain. Anui got the 20%. We got a very
short (couple of minutes) light drizzle and that
was it. The sun had been out –and there had
been blue sky for most of the trip. but when we
anchored the sky was mixed - to the starboard
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aft (north) there was a patch of blue
sky, and to the south was just plain
threatening grey clouds. The water
was rocky but manageable.
About two hours later at 1410 we
picked the anchor back up – in winds
ranging from 12 knots up, and
motored south toward the hamlet of
Tin Can Bay. Now we were travelling
with the tide we were moving much
quicker – between 5.3 and 6 knots (up
to 50% quicker than when we had
come down originally). The sea state
was vey smooth considering the wind
strength and we anchored just south
of the Carlo Channel at about 1505.
I spent the afternoon decanting our
main
clothes
cupboard
and
wondering how to get the mustiness
out of our main good clothes. Rinsing
stuff that was on top of the cupboard,
reading, and clove oiling 2/3 of our
cabin.

January 2021

A walk to Cooloola
13th January 2021. We needed a walk. Desperately! And we
were also somewhat getting low on our food stocks so the
obvious answer was to walk to the IGA at Tin Can Bay. But
what if?
The newer settlement of Cooloola has a small shopping
centre with a Woolworths in it. If we walked there we would
have a bigger range of food, be able to get rid of our soft
plastic recycling and we would get a longer walk. I had
always thought this shopping Centre was six kilometres away
so a return walk would be 12 kilometres. It turns out it was
quite a bit longer.
The most obvious way to get to Cooloola, of course, is along
the main road (there seems to be some tracks we could take
on whereis.com but that would make it a much longer walk)
and we were bracing ourselves for a reasonably boring
journey. However, I was pleasantly surprised. Once you
leave the outskirts of Tin Can Bay you have mostly greenery
down both sides of the road, the County Club, someone’s
horse paddock and some preserved bush. Associated with
this greenery is of course the usual birdlife. We didn’t have
our binoculars with us; bird watching wasn’t the aim of the
‘exercise’ but we kept an eye out. The spot of the day was our
second only Pacific Baza. But I wasn’t quick enough with a
camera (my phone) to capture even a silhouette. He wasn’t
staying still - he was being harassed by a much smaller bird!
What we did note however was the habitat where we saw the
baza was similar to the habitat where we saw the last one (at
Woodgate south of Bundaberg).
The walk back inland is flat, but when you turn towards
Cooloola it becomes slightly undulating, and this gave us a
bit of a workout for our legs. When we reached the
supermarket we took a break before doing our shopping to
refresh and get some energy back; there is a small playground
next door with a sheltered picnic table.

12th January 2021

Taking into consideration the break and the shop we arrived
back at boat later than I expected - after walking 19
kilometres! But I didn’t mind. If you can meditate over the
road noise it is actually a pretty nice walk.
We had arrived back at boat at the end of the dropping tide
and took the last of it back up to Inskip Point. We could have
had a slow sail by genoa but Andrew wanted some power in
the batteries so we motored all the way.
We spent the rest of the afternoon getting the boat trip ready
for the trip down to Morton Bay; pulling cushions in, putting
away clothes that had been airing (although they will
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probably need a
wash) a doing a bit
of
December’s
newsletter.

Heading South
14th Jan 2021. The anchor up around 0730 and we were out
the Wide Bay Bar at around 0915. There is always a side on
swell at the mad mile but it was a little rollier than it looked.
There were a couple of breakers we were warned about near
the ocean side on the last run, and then it was a pure motor
into the wind to anchor outside the lagoon at Double Island
Point. It was only last season that someone actually
mentioned a 'lagoon' at Double Island Point to us and it is in
fact a bit more like a dead end gutter (but now we know why
there always seems to be a lot of boats bunched up close in to
shore when we arrive after midnight on our runs from Morton
Bay).

Crossing the Wide Bay Bar

We anchored just outside the lagoon...it was already too
crowded for our liking, but we were also looking at leaving at
2230.
I spent the rest of the day clove oiling the shelves in our cabin, Lagoon at Double Island Point
wiping down the salt off the vinyl protecting the beanbags and
cushions out front, and putting them away when dry. We moved the beanbags to back cockpit.
We had an afternoon visit to Anui to discover their departure time was going to be at first light in the
morning. We would check the weather when we got back to boat and reassess.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Into the hot zone
15th January 2020. Having reassessed the weather
window last evening we decided we would wait for
morning and the move the paddle boards onto the
tinnie for the trip south so we could put he spinnaker
blocks on. The forecast in the morning had changed
however, and the winds weren’t even going to be
good for the spinnaker. At 0515 we had the anchor
up and motored out from Double Island Point. We
had the main and genoa up 30 minutes later when
we turned the corner and one engine went off. At
0655 we pulled the genoa in. The wind had dropped
to around 2 to 3 knots, and the tide had more
influence so we took the auto pilot off wind
direction and put it back on the rum line. At about
this time I went down for a snooze. When I got up
an hour later the wind was back to something that
could have been vaguely useful, had the angle been
better. The wind direction was broadly supposed to
change from south east around to north...but at 0830
it was blowing south west!
At 1340 two things happened. The wind picked up
enough to put the genoa out, and Andrew caught a
fish. It was a lovely little tuna, but little was the
operative word and we let it go
At 1705, 10 minutes short of 12 hours, the engines
went off; we were at this point level with Cape
Morton. The wind had been up high enough to sail a
few minutes earlier but Andrew wanted control with
at least one engine over the shallow bits to get into
the northern channel of the bay. It was such a nice
sound (or lack of it) when the engines went off!
We knew that the preferred anchorage for our stop
was busy. 50 boats had been recorded earlier in the
day but by early evening we had a report of 90 boats.
Did we have another option? Green Island perhaps?
It was dark when we approached this alternative –
not an ideal situation to be entering an anchorage
new to one’s repertoire, but we didn’t stay there
anyway. We got the anchor down but the wind and
tide combination had us side on to any waves –
which shouldn’t have been because they were
coming from the north west – we should have been
in a position to be sheltered from them from the
north east. Not liking this situation we upped the
anchor again. We were exhausted and a little
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grumpy. It was going to be another 1.5 to 2 hour
trip to Peel Island and we could have technically
done it under sail – but we were too mentally
exhausted to organise it. A loud, late motor had
us anchoring way off Peel Island around
midnight! Taking two goes to get the anchor to
take didn’t help.
16th January 2021. We were up at 0800 and after a
quick breakfast picked up the anchor and headed
south to Canaipa Passage. There was not much
wind but enough for a very pleasant sail with the
genoa only at 3.7 to 4.3 knots. Normally after a
shift in location we put the kettle on, but we didn’t
have to this time. Anapa had the kettle on for us
and we headed over for a catch up. We haven’t
seen this boat or its crew since they left us in
October. Because of the designation of this area as
a Hot Spot though there were no cuddles – which I
am disappointed at, but we couldn’t take the
chance.
We were back on boat at around 1300. The wind
was due to pick up at this point but the increase
came in a little later than expected. Clouds were
coming in however and by 1500 the expected wind
increase had arrived. There was also rain at
Jumpinpin to the south of us.

Canaipa Point

Canaipa Point
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Out of the hot zone
17th January 2021. We had morning coffee with Anapa, said
farewells to Anui, and headed under the power lines at around
1000, and made our way south through the Canaipa Passage. Last
time we did this, 6 yeas ago, we grounded because of the
shallowness of the water and the width of our boat - three times! As
we now have depth sounders in both hulls we can keep an eye on
what’s underneath of us, and this time we got through without a
bump. We were going to anchor at Jumpinpin but decided that
because it was a weekend, we didn’t want the stress of the incoming
hordes. So we headed back to our tried and true Tiger Mullet
Channel. The weather was calm enough to head to Jumpinpin in
the tinnie however, and we took the opportunity for an afternoon
walk. We got further south than we expected considering the tide
(we thought the inlet would be impassable) which was just as well.
Someone had left a campfire smouldering! We walked past it once
and smelt smoke, and then on the return journey decided to follow
our nose. I spent the next half hour putting the fire out with sea
water via a 600ml drink bottle. I have probably not done my good
walking shoes any favours but I’d rather that than see this turn into
another Fraser Island. There had been clouds in the morning but
the afternoon presented us with a glorious blue sky.
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18th January 2021. A grey day. The day gave us on and off rain showers. And
the possible thunderstorm turned up at 1700 but there had been heavy showers
before hand. I clove-oiled top shelf in cabin 2, washed some scrap towels,
made chocolate muffins for lunch. I also had a very sore neck so we put the
pain pod on. We did two small yoga sessions, and read a bit
19th January 2021. More domestics. I clove oiled the bottom shelf of cabin 2
and all of cabin 3, discovering we have way too many swap books – we will get
rid of these at the first opportunity. Andrew clove-oiled the living area ceiling. I
also did some washing and made pancakes for lunch. We pulled the tent out so
we could wipe off any latent dirt from our camping trip in December so it
would be clean for the next one, and so we weren’t potentially transferring
disease from one part of the county to the next. The skies were blue in the
morning and despite the rain predictions, the skies were blue in the afternoon.
Cumulous clouds on both the east and west horizons had grown into congestus
clouds during the day but had died down again in the afternoon. It wasn’t until
sunset and in the fading twilight that we noticed the reforming cloud
formations to our west, and the flattened anvil on the top of them. The wind
picked up around 2230 and a small amount of rain fell
around 2330. Most rain that had been on the radar
during the day had missed us. We didn’t do much
today. In the afternoon Anui came to visit, and we put
the beanbags downstairs and did two yoga sessions.

20th January 2021.
The skies were blue and the wind was up in the morning but I have given up, and
or, lost interest, in reading the gauges. The forecast had dropped, although
windy.com still had us potentially gusting to the low 30’s but I don’t think that
happened. I clove oiled the paneling in the kitchen, did more washing, made muesli
and read a bit. We put the front cockpit cushions down stairs and did two small
yoga sessions. The afternoon skies were grey and early afternoon there seemed to be
rain falling on the hills to the west of us, but the sun was out where we were (rain
radar showed nothing)
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Welcome to the Broadwater
21st January 2021. Today we moved to Crab Island. We haven’t anchored off
Crab Island since the midnight collision in March 2020! And as we approached
the anchorage there was one old monohull there that looked suspiciously like
the offending vessel. Fortunately it tuned out to be someone completely
different but we did anchor a fair distance away, and conditions were supposed
to be light so we weren’t too worried about a dragging neighbour.
The Paradise Point anchorage had been full when we went past but the Crab
Island anchorage was more convenient for a launderette run at the marina area.
I had sheets and towels that our visitor had used that needed to be washed with
detergent, as well as a foot rug, all of which had been infused with the visitor’s
spray deodorant that was overwhelming and giving me a headache! I also had a
couple of rugs that were a bit musty – one of which I got washed – the other
would have to wait until we got back to the launderette for a second run.
There is no public boat ramp in the Runaway Bay Marina area and one option
was for Andrew to drop me off and then pick me up again an hour or so later.
Checking Google earth showed there may be a small beach inside adjacent the
vacant rock wall. It was high tide – there was vey little sand exposed next to the
rock wall and we ended up tying the tinnie up to a tree next to the rock wall and
attaching the back of it into the sand with Andrew’s new sand spike. The sand
we stepped into was soft and then there was a big step up to get onto land. It is
a method we will probably not use again, but it did the job.
High and dry.
When we had got back from the launderette we had noticed another cat
anchored to our north. Late afternoon I looked over toward this boat to see that
his boot stipe looked a little high and a little on an angle. ‘I think he’s beached,’
Andrew noted. It was a dropping tide. When we had dropped the anchor there
had, theoretically, been enough water under us to cover the dropping tide, but
clearly the angle had changed with a tide and wind change, and checking our
gauges (because we thought we should after noting the other cat) we had 0.00
under the keels. What!
So we moved. And we were lucky to be able to. We put the anchor down to
south of the mono in slightly deeper water. Of course this all happened around
dusk. Why do these things always happen at dusk – guaranteed to increase the
stress levels!
Jobs of the day: run to the launderette, continue cleaning up boat, booking
accommodation for off-boat trip in February.
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A walk to Habour Town
22nd January 2021. The walk today wasn’t exactly in the
direction I was expecting. We hadn’t walked for a while and I
was going to be content with a circuit around Paradise Point –
which we hadn’t done for ages but we ended up with something
not quite so scenic. We had some admin jobs that had to be done
at Runaway Shopping Centre so we headed down there instead.
After that had been achieved we headed off to Harbour Town,
checked out MacPac for a new back pack for me (we found one
that was long enough but as it was a non-fame pack and we
wanted to think about it before purchase) and ended up buying
Andrew a new phone.

January 2021

anymore of the better stuff before
we take our a break off boat). A
staff member had a look at our tent
fly and was petty certain it was
okay but another staff member is
chasing it up with Big Agnes
anyway. A late lunch was at
Burleigh Heads shops before we
headed back to boat.

I was carrying nothing on my back – it was a bit grizzly and I
had rung to make an appointment with the masseuse I’d
previously been to. He was apparently booked up for three days
and the first appointment I could get was 1500 on Monday!
Fortunately during the day there had been a cancelation and an
appointment came up fro 0800 on the 23rd (tomorrow). That
would mean getting Andrew off boat early – but I took it.
23rd January 2021. We hired a car today. But initially it wasn’t
for anything exciting. The weather however was calm enough to
leave the boat, and the car hire place was just across the road
from the masseuse. I wanted to get to Samsung to check out a
couple of things on my phone, any attempt at the last issue I had
over the internet was not worth the trouble, but the only
Samsung ‘outlet’ on the Gold Coast, is a mid-isle booth at
Robina Shopping Centre – around 30 kilometres from where we
were and nowhere near the water. Whilst we were heading south
it was a good chance to take the fly of our new tent back down to
Wild Earth. There is a slight stretch in the fabric, like a run in
glad wrap and whilst it might not be of any issue, generally a run
in plastic means the integrity is no longer intact. This of course
might be an issue in a piece of material designed to keep the rain
off. So after Robina (where my Samsung issue turned out to be a
non-issue but investigation as to why Andrew’s new phone can
do data but not calls tuned out to be more complicated than was
useful. (It turns out the guy that transferred the info over from
his old phone to his new one transferred the info from the wrong
sim card but it couldn’t be fixed as Telstra’s computer system
went down – nationwide!)) we headed further south to Burleigh
Heads where we actually spent more money. I got a new (full
framed) day pack (the old one we have determined is too short
and hasn’t been doing my back any good), new walking poles
(more robust and expensive ones this time), and we stocked up
on the not-so-good dehydrated food (we don’t have time to order
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Binna Burra
24th January 2021. Binna Burra is one of
the access points to Lamington National
Park and the access point we hadn’t been
to before. The old classic Binna Burra
Lodge unfortunately burnt down in the
2019/2020 fires but there is a more
modern and fancier (self contained)
accommodation option if you don’t want
to camp here. However it is also only an
hour’s drive from Paradise Point so a day
trip is very doable.
The Daves Creek Circuit was actually
our second choice for a walk today. The
first choice, which we’d made last night
looking at the web, we discovered,
(fortunately also last night), was still
closed after the fires, so we needed to
make another choice. The area around
Binna Burra has many walks of varying
lengths and durations, although quite a
few of them are currently closed. We
wanted a reasonable length walk but not
one too long. We were taking day-packs
– I don’t know Andrew’s reason for the
smaller, lighter pack but mine had to do
with the fact I’d spent an hour at a
masseuse yesterday and didn’t want to
undo all his good work. I was also
walking with the new day-pack so I
wanted to start wearing it in. Daves
Creek Circuit is listed as 12 kilometres.
The Daves Creek Circuit was a lovely
walk; traversing through rainforest, heath
(malealeuca/ tee tree dominated), viney
and dryer bush, and retuning through the
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

original vegetation back to the trail-head near the Tea
House at Binna Burra (There is a specific description of the
vegetation types on the inteps board on site). Side tracks of
varying (but short) lengths went to Molongolie Cave,
Numinbah Lookout and climbing up Surprise Rock (we
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think), and were well worth the effort. Lunch was at
the Tea House (and healthy!) and then we went for a
second walk. This time the 5 kilometre Caves Circuit
walk - which started by traversing down the road (no
path – we seem to be getting used to road walking) and
then down the start of the track proper at the lower
Information Building. There was a group of people
resting at the start of this lower section, and we were
passed several times by this group (or members of this
group), but when we interacted they were a wealth of
local knowledge; from the 2019 fire, local vegetation,
and human history. It turns out a couple of these
people had seen us anchored off Crab Island and are
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Grooms Cottage

ex-yachties (and boat builders) as well – we weren’t expecting
to meet boatie people in the middle of the bush!
Once back at the main area we had a quick look at the
facilities on site; the Sky Lodges, the Grooms Cottage, and
the safari tents (a future possible stay perhaps – Binna Burra
is doing a good deal for 5 nights in Feb/March 2020), before
fare welling the rain cloud hovering above the park and driving back to Paradise Point. We got
back to boat at around 1830; it was still light and the sun was going down
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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25thJanuay 2021. We dropped the car off at
Premier Car Rentals just after 0800. I was a bit
disappointed with this as it was such a lovely
day and we could have headed back to the hills
for more exploring; Binna Burra is full of walks
I would have been happy to do today! But we
had some administrative tasks to sort out,

Walking down to Southport

Andrew’s botched phone transfer being one of
them, so it was prudent that we get to Telstra
sooner rather than later. So instead of walking
back to Paradise Point after we dropped the car
off, we took a longer route down the main
road, past the Pine Ridge Conservation Park
and turned left at the roundabout toward
Runaway Bay Centre. There was a 30 pc
chance of rain and a slight drizzle started as we
turned left at the roundabout on the main road.
We didn’t put our rain coats on but did put our
pack coves on. This was justified as a short
time later the rain got a bit heavier (before
eventually) dropping off again. Once inside the
Centre we didn’t worry about it for around half
an hour but when we went to leave we found it
was pouring outside. So we sat down, had a
Clif Bar to give us some energy, and waited.
We didn’t have to wait long before the rain
almost dropped off completely and we headed
south. When we do a walk to Southport we
usually like to go to the Nerang Bridge as a
turn around point. This time we instead halted
the southward run at Australia Fair, (had some
lunch, I got a massage and Andrew got a
haircut) before we headed back again. The day
by this time was vey hot. Our only detour on
the way back to boat was a quick Woolies shop
in the Runaway Bay Centre – we needed vegies
for dinner and we were out of apples. We were
too tired to carry anything else and when we
got back to boat around 1700 too exhausted to
contemplate a tinnie ride back to Runaway Bay
for a proper shop.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Invasion Day
26th January 2021. It was chaos. It was a washing
machine. And we were going to lower the tinnie and
go out in it! The other boat that had been at this
anchorage had sensibly left yesterday and gone up
river (but they had an upcoming date with The Boat
Works anyway) whereas our departure was scheduled
for today.
The boats started going past at 0200 but I am sure that
was perhaps night fisherman, not ‘Australia Day’
revelers. At 0400 when the sky stated to get light, the
boat traffic increased, by 0600 it was heavier than
usual and by 0800 it was crazy. Big boats, little boats,
jet skis and the inflated toys they were towing all
paraded past us (this is the calmer channel) at varying
speeds, in both directions. At least one small tinnie
and its occupants decided to come and admire Sengo
(and took a photo so there might be at least one unauthorised photo on the web out there) but at east they
were nice enough to communicate (unlike the
kayakers the other morning who I suspect tried to go
under the boat and got stuck!)
It was bad enough timing to try to judge the
conflicting waves to drop the tinnie in and get across
to Runaway Bay Centre, but on the way back it was
completely mad. There seemed to be swell coming
down the canal, and we were required to avoid the
bow waves of the little boats heading into and out of
the canal. But when we hit the outside it was a
washing machine! There were that many boats going
in both directions it was hard to know when to join the
fray and merge with the traffic, and when to angle off
to cross it. We waited out several large power boats,
whose wake made it impossible to safely approach
Sengo, before rushing the timing before a bigger ‘gin
palace’ made its way past. The priority once we got on
board was to get the stuff that needed to go into the
fridge, into the fridge, put the eggs in a safe place,
secure the trolleys with the remaining groceries in
them, and get ‘the hell out of Dodge!’
That of course wasn’t as simple as it should have been.
I had noticed a large piece of bark hanging off the
bridle as we’d retuned from our shopping trip but that
didn’t bother me. What did hold up the works was the
fact we’d twisted so much over the past few days that a
section of chain was now hanging off the bridle and
holding it down, and I couldn’t easily get the bridle
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clip off. A bit of creative rope
work by Andrew did the trick and
we were out of there and heading
north around 1100. Our preferred
Hidey Hole at Tiger Mullet
awaited but it was going to be
close to low tide, and still
dropping, when we were to reach
the entrance to Whaley’s Gutter.
So, like we’ve done before we
decided we would anchor off the
bottom
of
the
Jumpinpin
anchorage and either wait for the
tide to come back again, or wait
until tomorrow morning. Despite
being welcomed by several
dolphins as we approached the
popular anchorage we saw that
our plan wasn’t going to happen.
I stopped counting when I got to
60. There must have been at least
120 boats hanging off Jumpinpin,
of all sorts and sizes. People lined
the beach and were swimming off
the shore. We could smell
another fire (I hope they put this
one out) and we didn’t want to be
anywhere near the place. We
settled on anchoring in Perry’s
Hole to the west of Jumpinpin
and north of Tiger Mullet
Channel. The wind didn’t pick up
as predicted in the afternoon and
the water was, in comparison to
where we’d been off Crab Island
at Runaway Bay, blissfully
smooth. There was one other
boat in the anchorage when we
got there. No one else turned up
to stay overnight.
We were welcomed into the
anchorage by the calls of
whistling kites, and bush birds
serenaded us into the evening.

January 2021

27th January 2021. I was up around 0500. There was no wind but
quite a few bitey bugs – in fact, I think it was the bitey bugs
(obviously having got in through our open doors overnight) biting
me that made me wake up in the first place. The sun wasn’t yet up
but a few fisherman were passing us and creating waves that
banged on our hull. We moved shortly after breakfast back to
Tiger Mullet Channel, using the Mckenzies Channel between the
anchorages for access. There were definitely less bugs at Tiger
Mullet and for that I am grateful. Now all I had to do is not
scratch the bites I’d got! The day was spent doing a bit of washing,
reading, planning and cooking, and a stanchion rust un. Whilst
the weather wasn’t too bad to get off boat, we didn’t – we had
plenty of things we needed sort out before we stored Sengo at The
Boat Works next month. There was also a 60% chance of rain
predicted, which didn’t come until late afternoon in the first
instance (where we forgot to close one hatch and some side
windows and the stuffed seal on the bed got a bit damp) and a
short but persistent downpour which came in the middle of the
night.
28thJanuay 2021. This morning it was windy but not too bad.
There were blue skies until mid afternoon then the grey skies
came in. The biggest job I did for the day was some washing and waiting for it to dry (and rescuing it from being blown
overboard when the wind kicked-in late morning). The bulk of
this was the jackets out of our main cupboard, which, had I
washed them last time I pulled them out to air the mustiness off
them, I wouldn’t have had to do it today. Other jobs included the
dishes, putting the washing away and planning for our jaunt in
February. On the exercise front we did one small yoga session and
I had my pack on for 45 minutes to get my back used to carrying
the weight.
A hive of activity. At some time in the afternoon I noticed a bee,
or two, on Andrew’s drying blue hoody. By the time I looked up
again, the noise had increased and his top was covered in them;
including a few curious individuals crawling up the sleeves! The
top was hanging on the washing line and Andrew used a boat
hook to nudge the ‘hive’ into the tinnie to get it further away from
our walkway. We doused it in a couple of buckets loads of sea
water in the hope that would discourage them. Most of them left
at this point and a few stragglers who had come back left by
evening.

Jobs: shopping (and Andrew did
a gas un), washing, a bit of clove
oiling the kitchen, checking
camping gear, reading.
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29th January 2021. We were
up around 0530. The sun was
already up and bright. The sky
was mixed blue and grey. I
made a batch of muesli but
found Andrew had made
some yesterday so we had
plenty. I spent most of the
morning on the newsletter.
The bees weren’t buzzing
around any hanging drying
clothes today but they were
amassing around the top of
the bucket which had several
items of clothing soaking in
fresh water.

some foreign contamination
on any clothing. Perhaps the
helicopter
that
roared
overhead for some time has
sprayed poison on their usual
fresh
water
supplies.
I
managed a short rust run – it
was too hot to do much out
on the deck today. From a
weather point of view, I didn’t
take much notice except the
wind was stronger in the
morning than it was in the
evening. It had rained lightly
at around 0300 this morning

30th January 2020. I seem to
have spent most of the day on
the
computer,
which
ergonomically is not good. I
sorted out more planning for
next
month’s
trip,
consolidated
some
track
notes,
booked
some
accommodation I wasn’t
expecting to book yet but as
the location we are heading to
has a festival happening when
we arrive we didn’t want to be
miss out (or more specifically,
we wanted a solid roof over
our heads and to be sleeping
off the ground). We also
investigated a walking tour
and
did
some
more
recreational reading.

31st January 2021

Again, there weren’t too
many bees today, thankfully,
which makes us think they
were after the water, and not

They weren’t perfect but they
were good enough. We had
ordered
some
waterproof
material in December but we
had expected the delivery to be
of a lighter substance. However,
we took what we had and will
just have to carry the extra
weight. With some of the left
over I also made Andrew a
waterproof hiking kilt. Before
putting the sewing machine
away we pulled the dehumidifier
out …. It would be the main
climate control for the boat
when it is in storage.

I awoke to the patter of
raindrops on the side covers of
the back cockpit around 0530.
By 0540 when I got up, the
precipitation cloud was now
dispensing what could be
called drizzle, the sun was
emerging from the clouds in
the east, and a double rainbow
was developing over Tiger
Mullet Channel to the west of
us – I could see where it
touched the water. There was
no wind but I braved the
midgies to get a photo.
My main task today was to
make
some
waterproof
mittens. I had perfected the
template last year but failed to
find it today in time, however,
the sketch used to develop the
template was close enough.
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